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Scavenger Hunt
Paper Bag Template

scavenger hunt
p a p e r  b a g
5  1/8  x  10 5/8
t e m p l a t e
Use this template for printing on 

normal lunch paper bags.

1. Simply print this template on a 

sheet of paper. You can either print 

off a template for each bag or 

re-use the same template!

2. Next lightly adhere a paper bag to 

the template (make sure all corners 

are flat on the page).

3. Finally, select the design you are 

wanting to print on your paper 

bag. Place your paper back to the 

printer. Press print.
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Cupid Clue Cards

Cupid Clue Cards
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Activity Cards

Activity Cards

heart attack stack

Catch the cootie GameLove struck Cupid's Target Game

tic-tac-toe  Game Love  match  memory Game



Tic-Tac-Toe
Game

Directions: Use Tic Tacs, M&Ms or candy conversation 

hearts to mark your place on the board. Play until one 

player wins 3 games in a row!
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Tic-Tac-Toe Game
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Hershey Kiss Memory Game

Hershey Kiss Memory Game
Find a Match and Keep the Kiss!

Preparation: Use a ¾” hole punch to cut out each circle. 

Then, attach the circles to the bottoms of Hershey Kiss 

Candies using a glue stick, tape or by printing this design 

onto sticker paper.



Love Struck
Cupid’s Target Game

Directions: Attach this target to a large bowl. Players blow 

Q-tips through a straw in attempt to get as many “arrows” 

(Q-tips) into the bowl within one minute.
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Cupid Target Game



Catch the Cootie
Left/Right Game

Directions: Place a special prize in one of the family member’s hands. Have someone read the story. Every 

time the word “left” is said - the prize should be passed to the left. Every time the word “right” is said, the 

prize gets moved to the right. The person with the prize in hand at the end of the story gets to keep it!

Designed Exclusively for TheDatingDivas.com by If Actually

Catch the Cootie Game

With Valentine’s Day approaching Robby WRIGHT felt inclined to give a special Valentine gift to someone special this year. 

Not just any gift would do - he wanted to make sure the gift was just RIGHT for the occasion. No LEFTover gift would do for 

Robby WRIGHT because he had his eye on the most RIGHTeous girl in his church Sunday School class. The object of his 

affection was the lovely Lacy LEFTlove. The LEFTlove family always sat in the pew just to the LEFT of the WRIGHT family. When 

Robby WRIGHT first saw Lacey LEFTlove he knew RIGHT away that she was someone special. When Lacey LEFTlove was 

assigned to sit RIGHT next to Robby WRIGHT in Chemistry class he thought his heart had LEFT his chest and he was LEFT 

breathless. He knew the RIGHT thing to do would be to tell Lacey LEFTlove how she made his heart feel RIGHT. 

With Valentine’s Day approaching, Robby WRIGHT hoped this would be the RIGHT moment to express his affection. “It has to 

be the RIGHT time” Robby WRIGHT convinced himself. “RIGHT?”

With this determination to find the RIGHT gift, Robby WRIGHT headed off to the store. The WRIGHT family lived RIGHT next to 

the local market. During the month of February, the market sold all sorts of Valentine gifts. When you entered the store, there 

were Valentine cards to the LEFT and chocolates and sweets to the RIGHT. And RIGHT next to the chocolates were various 

teddy bears and stuffed animals. 

As Robby WRIGHT searched the store’s shelves, he felt overwhelmed by all the choices. He finally chose a box of delicious 

chocolates that were placed RIGHT on the highest shelf just to the LEFT of a large teddy bear. It was perfect! He knew at 

once is was just the RIGHT gift for Lacey LEFTlove and he felt lucky because it was the last one LEFT!
 

Robby WRIGHT purchased the chocolates and a card and raced home to WRITE the card. He spent what was LEFT of the 

night thinking about what to WRITE. He tried hard to WRITE the feelings of his heart, making sure nothing was LEFT unsaid. 

Tomorrow, on Valentine’s Day, he would present his gift and hope that Lacy LEFTlove would think he, Robby WRIGHT was her 

Mr. RIGHT. 

When Valentine’s Day arrived, Robby WRIGHT woke up RIGHT before his alarm went off - he was so nervous. He raced to get 

ready - he wanted to look just RIGHT for this important moment. RIGHT before he was ready to leave, Robby WRIGHT went to 

where he had LEFT his card and chocolates and to his surprise the card was there but the chocolates were gone! 

“ALL-RIGHT”, Robby WRIGHT said to himself, “I know I LEFT the gift RIGHT here!” He was sure he had LEFT the gift RIGHT next to 

his bed RIGHT before he fell asleep. What could have happened? 

Robby WRIGHT was LEFT dazed and confused as he LEFT his house disheartened. He turned RIGHT to go to the market to see 

what gifts might be LEFTover. He searched the shelves but there was hardly anything LEFT. Nothing on the shelves seemed 

RIGHT to express his admiration for Lacy LEFTlove. 

Seeing Robby WRIGHT so discouraged, the shop owner LEFT his office to see if he could help. Robby WRIGHT explained how 

he was sure he had LEFT the Valentine gift RIGHT next to his bed but that he couldn’t find it where he had LEFT it. The shop 

owner smiled. He knew RIGHT what had happened. He LEFT Robby WRIGHT and returned to his office to retrieve the box of 

chocolates. “Are these the RIGHT ones? Are these the chocolates you bought?” he asked Robby WRIGHT. Robby was 

stunned - they were the RIGHT ones! The shop owner explained that someone had purchased these chocolates but had 

LEFT them on the counter. The shop owner was pleased to be able to return the purchase to its RIGHTful owner and handed 

them over to Robby WRIGHT. 

Cheerful and relieved, Robby WRIGHT LEFT the store and barely made it to school RIGHT on time. When he arrived he rushed 

RIGHT to Lacey LEFTlove and with all the courage he could muster looked her RIGHT in the eye and said, “Happy Valentine’s 

Day - this is for you!”  Lacey LEFTlove was stunned. She stared back, her eyes wide and said, “I will be RIGHT back” She 

turned toward her locker and quickly retrieved a package and card carefully labeled with Robby WRIGHT’S name on it.

Robby WRIGHT was pleasantly surprised to see that Lacy LEFTlove had purchased a special Valentine gift for him too! When 

he opened the package he discovered that she had given him the exact same box of special chocolates! “I wanted the 

gift to be just RIGHT”, they both said RIGHT at the same time. They smiled and looked each other RIGHT in the eye knowing 

their gifts were indeed - just RIGHT. They LEFT that day hand in hand and it felt RIGHT. 



Cupid’s Gift Tags
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Cupid’s Gift Tags


